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Exhibit
The exhibit explores the immense issue of identity struggles regarding race and gender 

through a collaboration of relevant artifacts.  In the play, Funnyhouse of a Negro, Adrienne 
Kennedy emphasizes the negative results of identity crises by exemplifying the dreams and 
alter-egos of her protagonist.  The storyline behind this complex play is alluded to Kennedy’s past, 
revealed throughout the interviews.  Contrastingly, Camille Billops’ artwork represents the portion 
of the population that embraces their identity.  Identity is a powerful thing that could have 
positive or negative effects dependent on one’s perception.  A negative perception or disconnect 
with identity will lead to low self esteem and much confusion whereas by embracing identity one 
is empowering themselves to become a strong individual.  If one does not embrace their innate 
characteristics, such as race and gender, many obstacles will arise.  The inequalities and injustices 
that prevailed the nation in the 1960s inevitably led individuals to question their identities. 



Exhibit
❏ Funnyhouse of a Negro

❏ Interviews

❏ I am Black, I am Black, I am Dangerously Black

❏ The Festival of Small Collections



Adrienne Kennedy
Funnyhouse of a Negro
New York, New York Theater 
1964
Stuart A. Rose Library

Artifact 1



Funnyhouse of a Negro
This play is an unbound, book made of old, stained paper.  When opened, the 

papers must be carefully handled to ensure they will not get out of order.  
Additionally, there is a note on the front cover which suggests that this original copy 
of the play was given to Emory as a gift.  This play was a reflection and result of 
Adrienne Kennedy’s many encounters with racism at The Ohio State University as 
well as her struggles of being an African American woman.  Kennedy portrays these 
views and struggles through the protagonist, Sarah’s, alter-egos that appear in her 
dreams.  These alter-egos represent Sarah’s desire to be someone else, particularly a 
white male.  This desire stems from Sarah’s internal identity struggles due to societal 
standards and inequalities.  These struggles are significant as they are told from an 
inside perspective of someone who is ashamed of their heritage.



James V. Hatch 
New York City Interview in her Home (Part 1)
New York, New York January 25th 1978
Camille Billops and James V. Hatch Archives at Emory 
University

James V. Hatch
New York City Interview In Her Home (Part 2)
New York, New York January 25th 1978
Camille Billops and James V. Hatch Archives at Emory 
University

Artifact 2/3



Interview 1



Interview 2



Interviews
Adrienne Kennedy’s childhood and past are discussed during her interview with 

James V. Hatch, who asks Kennedy various questions about her past.  He is first 
curious about her upbringing, in general, then relates her early childhood to her 
current feelings regarding inequality.  These interviews inform the audience of 
Kennedy’s origin and where her identity came from, including her encounters with 
racism.  It is evident that she grew up in a diverse neighborhood with minimal racism 
thus was appalled at what she experienced when she entered college.  At the Ohio 
State University, she was greeted as inferior and acknowledged the white supremacy 
factor.  She was offended by the inequality and racial remarks tying her to other 
African Americans eventually leading to her interest in writing.  Kennedy was able to 
find her true self through writing and watching plays which are a couple of the many 
reasons she chose to pursue it.  Kennedy received much criticism for her play, yet, 
followed through with her plan showing great courage and perseverance.



Artifact 4
Camille Billops
I am Black, I am Black, I am 
Dangerously Black
Atlanta, Georgia 1990
Camille Billops as an Artist



I am Black, I am Black, I am Dangerously Black
This is a drawing by Camille Billops of a woman in the center of the page which 

is half shaded and half outlined.  The shaded part represents dark times and obstacles 
with the light, the drawn objects, shining through as a promise for hope.  
Contrastingly, the side which is outlined represents growth and progression.  The 
outlined side is larger than the shaded side and appears to be taking it over 
signifying that the end of internal struggle is near.  This piece of artwork could be an 
illustrations of the woman’s thoughts.  The title also signifies Camille Billop’s pride of 
her heritage, further supported by a woman surrounded by sharp, geometric shapes.  
The overpowering outlined portion of the picture shows that women are powerful 
and can take on anything in the world if they just believe so.  This piece of artwork 
completely refutes Kennedy’s statement of the oppression she associates with being 
an African American woman.  This provides an alternative internal perspective from 
someone who embraces their heritage, as opposed to being ashamed of it, which is 
extremely interesting to explore in relation to Funnyhouse of a Negro.



Artifact 5
Terrace Reese
The Festival of Small Collections
New York, New York 1980
Billops-Hatch Exhibition

http://billops-hatch.library.emo
ry.edu/impact-of-archives.html





The Festival of Small Collections
This collection consists of 2 photographs and 2 drawings that illustrate the change over time as 

well as the oppression felt by African Americans.  The sketch of the African American woman stuck 
in beauty supply drawers and the white men in desk drawers, illustrates the stereotypes of African 
American gender roles.  The woman is trapped with her beauty supplies trying to abide to social 
norms, feeling confused, while the man is immersed in his intense work environment.  The cover of 
the Hatch-Billops Collection is an illustration of a devil and angel splitting the center of the page.  
The devil is represented by the man and the angel the woman, which is clear due to the shoes of 
the respective figures.  This message implies that men are apparently the repressing figure over 
women causing them to face many internal struggles. The photo of the white man and African 
American woman shows that people of different races are able to have a civil conversation.  The 
picture with many African Americans sitting and, what appears to be waiting, is a representation of 
the hardships African Americans went through during times of injustice.  This is evident because 
each person in the room looks anxious and uneasy.  This relates to Funnyhouse of a Negro because 
the message the play sends solely focuses on the divide between races and genders, but does not 
focus on the connection or interaction between them.


